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Introduction
Applications
A high-performance public-domain Monte Carlo optical TIM-OS has been validated with the most popular sim- Optical Clearing: TIM-OS solved a complicated optical
simulator is highly desirable to solve complex heterogene- ulator MCML [6] on multi-layered tissue problems[1]. The clearing problem for diagnostics and therapy [3].
Laser
ous optical problems in biomedical engineering. Recently, results of TIM-OS and MCML have a perfect match.
Glass Pin
we developed a Tetrahedron-based Inhomogeneous MonTissue
te-Carlo Optical Simulator (TIM-OS) pubware [1], which
Compressed
addresses this challenge efficiently and accurately based
Tissue
on the tetrahedral mesh.
Glass
Approach
The most demanding task in tracing a photon path
through complicated heterogeneous structures is to
identify photon-mesh intersection.
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Laboratory web site: http://www.imaging.sbes.vt.edu/
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2) Why TIM-OS?
The popular Plücker scheme provides a rigorous way to
determine whether a photon will penetrate a triangle internally [4, 8]. If a photon is inside a tetrahedron, it would hit
the closest triangle along its path. The extra computation
to determine whether or not the intersection point is inside
the triangle is unnecessary in this context. Hence, the
TIM-OS scheme is faster than the Plücker scheme
used in MMCM [4] for photon-mesh intersection [9].

TIM-OS+GPU: There is a major opportunity to improve
the performance of TIM-OS by mapping the algorithm onto high-performance graphics computing platform. The resultant high performance MC system can solve many optical simulation problems rapidly.
TIM-OS+Cloud: An optical Monte Carlo simulation environment can be developed based on TIM-OS in the Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud framework. The novelty is to
transform the TIM-OS into the contemporary “cloud” form
for an unprecedented computational speed and worldwide accessibility that has tremendous implications for biophotonics in general.

Time-domain simulation: TIM-OS conducted a computa- Applications: We are applying and refining TIM-OS in
tionally extensive time-domain simulation [9].
collaboration with other major research groups including
Wake Forest Univ., Univ. of Texas, and Univ. of California
at Irvine.
Performance
TIM-OS has been compared with four different simulators in the two categories: (1) MCML and CUDAMCML
for multi-layered tissue model, (2) MOSE (V2.1) and
MMCM are for the general heterogeneous model. TIM-OS
has significantly better performance in the complex
Bioluminescence Imaging: TIM-OS simulated biolumigeometry cases and it has comparable performance
nescent views of a highly complex digital mouse [1].
with CUDAMCML in multi-layered tissue model.

1) Why the tetrahedral mesh?
In biophotonics, a photon usually has a very small mean
free path. Because an element in a mesh is on average
much larger than that mean free path, the tetrahedron,
the simplest volumetric element, should be superior
to all other types of mesh elements.
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Pla orm: Single thread MCML on an Intel Xeon E5520 @2.26GHz, CUDAMCML on a Nvid‐
ia Tesla C1060, single thread MOSE on a Intel Core i7 930 @2,8GHz, and mul ‐threaded
MMCM and TIM‐OS on a dual Xeon E5520 machine (16 hyper‐threading cores) with 32
threads. Current version of MMCM could not deal with refrac ve index mismatch.
Problem: Environment refrac ve index is 1 for all problems. Layered: a 1 mm thick one
layer ssue model. Mouse: a mouse atlas from DIGIMOUSE. We considered two source
loca ons ((12, 60, 9)mm and (15, 45, 12)mm) and two sets of op cal parameters: a high
absorp on case [1] and a low absorp on case with 1/10 of the absorp on as the high ab‐
sorp on case. Cubic: a cubic phantom with an embedded spherical absorber/sca er [4].

Conclusion
Among the current optical MC simulators, TIM-OS is the
most efficient that handles general heterogeneous media
and complex geometry.
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TIM-OS resource:
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